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The Commitment
This extraordinary true historical novel
will provide you the details of the life of
Jeshua (Jesus) and the Apostle Paul beyond
anything that has ever been written before.
The Commitment will take you on a
journey back 2000 years ago where you
will experience their lives firsthand. You
will discover exactly what Jeshua and Paul
looked likethe clothes that they worethe
food that they atehow they entertained
themselveswhat were their goals and
dreams.and what were their motivations.
You will walk with them through the
streets of Jerusalem.You will stroll with
them through the market place and bazaar
where they shopped and dined. You will
laugh with them as they watched John the
Baptist preaching and dunking his listeners
in the waters of the Jordan River. You will
see the sights along the Sea of Galilee
through their eyes, as they saw them, and
you will hear messages from Jeshua as he
preached on the steps of the portico of the
Great Temple, never seen in print before.
You will learn how Jeshua and Paul dealt
with the challenges in their lives and
experience with them the decisions they
made that impacted the lives of billions of
people throughout history, and even today.
How is it possible that this exciting and
true information could be found in a book
2000 years after the events took place? It
began in the later part of the 20th century
when a friend persuaded the author, Nick
Bunick, to visit with a psychic. Nick was
reluctant to do so, for he did not believe in
psychics at that time. It was adverse to his
background, but that experiences with the
psychic, Duane Berry, was the beginning
of an incredible journey for him. He told
Nick there would come a time when he
would be speaking in front of thousands of
people in live audiences and millions on
radio and television, which all eventually
happened. He said it would have to do with
the time he walked with the master 2000
years ago. After that same message was
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repeated by other seers, Nick reluctantly
agreed to allow a professional hypnotist,
Julia Ingram, to age regress him to a past
life. Over a period of six months of taped
sessions, he discovered he had access to the
entire memory of the Apostle Paul. All of
these experiences were captured in detail in
the New York Times best seller, The
Messengers, authored by Gary Hardin and
Nick, which led him to indeed speak in
front of thousands of people in live
audiences and millions on radio and
television., as the psychic, Duane Berry
had told him he would. Miracles began to
happen all around Nick. He discovered that
every one of us have angels and spirit
guides in our lives. He was given the gift of
having access to the memory of Paul
without having to go into hypnotic
regression. He was also given the gift of
being able to channel information in
writing and being provided
with
information from the spirit world that was
extraordinary that he otherwise would not
have had. Lastly, spirit gave him the gift of
claircognizance, in which they provided
information into his conscious mind and
memory not previously known by him. All
of these factors abovethe accessing through
his soul mind the memory of Paul...
channeled writings from the spirit
world.and
spirit
providing
Nick
information
through
claircognizance,
crated the words found in The
Commitment. And that is why and how
this extraordinary book will give you an
understanding of the lives of Jeshua and
Paul never known before. their aspirations
and the knowledge of the events that
influenced their decisions and the details of
2000 years ago that will change your life
and provide you The True Story
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Commitment Define Commitment at Feb 2, 2016 Four-star athlete and physical phenom Lamar Jackson has finally
decided where hell play college football next year. Watch the star from Elk The Commitments - Mustang Sally - 1991
- YouTube Dec 16, 2015 The decision is here. Greg Littlethe No. 2 overall prospect in the class of 2016, per 247Sports
composite rankings has narrowed down his The Commitment: Stud WR Josh Imatorbhebhe Commits in Epic The
Commitment: Love, Sex, Marriage, and My Family: Dan Savage The Commitment Determination is the
twenty-fourth episode and season finale of the eighth season of the American sitcom The Big Bang Theory. The episode
The Commitment: 5-Star Greg Little Announces College with DJ Commitment - Korean Movie: Commitment
(English title) / Alumni (literal title) Revised romanization: Dongchangsaeng Hangul: ??? The Commitment - EP by
Cadet on Apple Music May 18, 2015 The decision is here. Josh I matorbhebhe a 4-star wide receiverhas narrowed
down his decision to Auburn, Florida, Georgia, Stanford, The Commitment: Megastar Recruit Pulls 16,000-lb Bus to
Feb 1, 2016 Gifted 4-star cornerback Nigel Knott has finally made his decision on who hell suit up for next year.
Watch Knott announce his school of choice The Commitment: Watch 4-Star CB Nigel Knotts Behind the Scenes
Drama A salesmans marriage is at stake due to his increasing gambling debts. The Commitment: 4-Star ATH Lamar
Jackson Reveals School in The Presidents Climate Leadership Commitments. Climate Leadership Statement. We, the
undersigned presidents and chancellors of colleges and universities, The Commitment: Will Keyshawn Johnson Jr.
Follow Father or Take Nov 22, 2005 Host Steve Inskeep talks to Dan Savage, sex columnist and author of The
Commitment, a book about gay marriage. Savage describes his own The Commitment (2004) - IMDb Commitment
definition, the act of committing. See more. Images for The Commitment Aug 27, 2015 Ahmir Mitchell is a 4-star
athlete in the 2016 class, according to 247Sports composite rankings. Mitchell teamed up with Bleacher Report to put
The Commitment: Watch 4-Star Daelin Hayes Legendary Dark The Commitments is a 1991 Irish-British-American
musical comedy-drama film based on the 1987 novel of the same name by Roddy Doyle. The film was THE
COMMITMENTS - Trailer ( 1991 ) - YouTube Oct 4, 2011 - 4 min - Uploaded by EdCranepoolDont ya get it lads?
The Irish are the Blacks of Europe. Dubliners are the blacks of Ireland none From USA Today and Amazon Bestselling
Romance Author S. E. Lund comes The Commitment. Journalism graduate student Kate McDermott is a good girl who
Dong-chang-saeng (2013) - IMDb A film by award-winning writer/director Albert M. Chan. An interracial gay couple
adopting a newborn baby meets the pregnant Asian birthmother and receives a The Commitment (The Unrestrained
Series Book 2) - Kindle edition Mar 23, 2016 The son of former NFL star Keyshawn Johnson has made his college
decision. Keyshawn Johnson Jr. is one of the top wide receivers in the The Commitment (1976) - IMDb Feb 19, 2016
Listen to songs from the album The Commitment - EP, including The Commitment (Intro), From the Roads (feat. Tis
Rome), No Way (feat. The Commitment: Home Commitment - Korean Movie - AsianWiki Feb 3, 2016 It is
officially national signing day, and 4-star safety Brandon Burton decided to make his commitment in an awesome way.
Which school did The Commitment Determination - The Big Bang Theory Wiki - Wikia Action The son of a North
Korean spy decides to follow in his fathers footsteps to protect his .. Commitment is a spy drama that takes place during
the change of guard in North Korea where forces in the North are jockeying with forces in the Dan Savage on The
Commitment : NPR Comedy When Jimmy Rabbitte wants to start a band, he has open auditions at his house. . Official
Sites: Official site of the Commitments band The Commitment: Watch 5-Star Iman Marshalls Epic Recruiting
Horror Add a Plot The Commitment Poster Sadly, THE COMMITMENT has more in common with bargain-bin US
horror than with the kind of classics that The Commitment (2012) - IMDb Short An interracial gay couple adopting a
newborn baby meets the pregnant Asian birthmother and receives a surprise that threatens their relationship. The
Presidents Climate Leadership Commitments - Second Nature Feb 3, 2016 Deontay Anderson , a 4-star safety from
Manvel , Texas, has finally made his announcement on where hell play college football next year. The Commitments
(film) - Wikipedia Commitment is a 2013 South Korean spy thriller film starring Choi Seung-hyun He plays the
teenage son of an ex-North Korean agent who is tasked to kill a The Commitment: Watch 4-Star Deontay Andersons
Insane The Commitment: Love, Sex, Marriage, and My Family [Dan Savage] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Dan Savages mother wants him to
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